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Using Blogs for Marketing 

Once you have set up your blog (we show you how to do this in our Blogging 101 module), you 

need to let people know where to find it so that they will start following it. Be sure to include a 

link to your blog in your email signature, on your website, on your Twitter feed, on your 

LinkedIn profile and on your Facebook page – in short, anywhere you have a web presence, let 

people know about your blog.   

You can also choose to integrate your blog right into your website, which means that people 

won’t have to go somewhere else to find it. Promote new blog posts on your Facebook page, 

your LinkedIn feed and your Twitter feed. If you are tech savvy, you can set this up so it 

happens automatically. This blog entry from Kate McMillan’s Outbox Online Design Studio can 

help you do that. If you send out a newsletter, mention it there as well. Promote your blog at 

every opportunity! 

It will take some time to build a following, so don’t despair if you 

don’t get a lot of feedback in the first couple of months. If you still 

only have a few followers after six months or so, you may need to 

rethink your blog. Are you posting regularly to keep readers 

interested? Are you responding to comments to keep readers 

engaged? Have you let people know where to find your blog? Are 

you following and commenting on other blogs so that those 

bloggers will follow you? Do a blog entry to ask your followers 

what topics have been the most interesting and what type of 

content they might like to see in future blog posts. 

Welcome to ‘Blogs for Marketing’, one of the 

training modules from Community Literacy of 

Ontario’s Social Media Marketing project.  

This project is designed to develop resources to 

help Ontario’s literacy agencies, and others, use 

social media for marketing.  

Click here to access our resources. 

http://bit.ly/SMMBlog101
http://www.outboxonline.com/social-media/tweet-blog/
http://bit.ly/CLOSMMProject
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Like so many social media marketing tools, blogs are not generally used for a “hard sell”. Social 

media is often used to gather a following, to give your agency a voice, and to engage in 

conversation with your stakeholders and target audience. Blogs are no exception. Use your blog 

to discuss literacy issues, to share resources and learner testimonials (with permission, of 

course), to thank donors and to encourage donations, and to post pictures of celebrations or 

fundraising events.   

Because blogs aren’t generally used specifically for marketing, it can be difficult to find 

examples of how other agencies and businesses have used blogs to sell a product or service. 

However, there are many excellent literacy blogs that share success stories and, in general, act 

as a vehicle to promote and advocate for adult literacy. These are perfect examples of how 

social media marketing is used to start a conversation and to engage readers. When you are 

starting a new series of classes or workshops, or if you have a resource to sell, you can promote 

them on your blog, but it won’t seem like a marketing ploy to your followers because you have 

already established a relationship and a discussion with them. 

Whatever you are marketing on your blog – literacy in general or activities specific to your 

agency – it is important to keep your blog up-to-date. This doesn’t mean that you have to post 

every day or even every week (blogs are generally less immediate and time-sensitive than other 

social media tools such as Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook), but you should try to post regularly. 

Many non-profit blogs are updated bi-weekly or monthly. Remember that writing the blog 

doesn’t have to be done by one person. However, one person should have the responsibility for 

ensuring that all blog posts fit with the agency’s overall communication practices and 

standards. Staff can take turns, volunteers can write entries, and learners can contribute their 

stories as well. You can also invite guest bloggers to contribute on occasion. Remember to keep 

blog posts interesting and friendly – they can be more personal than a press release, for 

example.  

Blog posts don’t have to be long – 500 words or so is 

plenty. Most people won’t read much more than that 

anyway. Make sure that someone edits blog posts for both 

grammar and content, and to ensure that the content 

meets social media guidelines (adherence to privacy 

guidelines, to Human Rights codes, etc.).  
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Target Audience 

Blogs do require a certain level of literacy to both write and to read. Including clear language 

and non-written information such as photos, videos and audio podcasts can help your blog be 

more accessible to more people, including literacy students and potential students. For 

example, you can embed a YouTube or other video file directly into your blog. When you 

include photos, videos, podcasts or other media, do remember to ask permission to use them if 

you didn’t create them to avoid any copyright infringement. (For more information, see this 

helpful blog entry about Copyright and Fair Use from GCFLearnFree.) 

There are two ways to approach creating a blog – choose the audience first or choose the topic 

first. If you are focusing on general literacy advocacy, you will want to promote and target your 

blog to the public at large, to potential partners and donors, and perhaps to employers. If you 

are focusing on what your literacy agency offers, you will more likely want to target referral 

agencies as well as current, former and potential volunteers and students. 

Use the tools from your blogging platform to find out how many people are following your blog. 

Check your Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter profiles to see who shared or retweeted posts 

about your blog. If your blog is open to comments, respond to them and listen to commenters’ 

constructive ideas and suggestions to help develop further posts. 

Whatever your blog’s focus and regardless of the audience you are targeting, remember to 

include links to your website and to your other social media profiles. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gcflearnfree.org/blogbasics/6
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Using Blogs to Market to Other Literacy Agencies 

We often don’t think of other literacy agencies as a target audience for our marketing efforts, 

but we should. Establishing working relationships – networking with our colleagues – is an 

important way to gain new information and knowledge, to develop partnerships, to gain 

referrals and to promote any resources we might want to share or even sell. 

Dr. Sarah Eaton, a respected educator and social media advocate, writes a blog (using 

WordPress) that is a good example of marketing to colleagues. She uses her blog (and other 

social media tools) to network and begin conversations with literacy practitioners. Because she 

establishes relationships, she can then also use her blog to promote her books, workshops and 

webinars.  

http://drsaraheaton.wordpress.com/
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Using Blogs to Market Your Resources 

Similarly, the Khan Academy uses their blog to share learner success stories and testimonials, 

which in turn promotes their resources.  

The Khan Academy provides free resources, but even though they are free, they still need to be 

marketed so that potential users know they exist. Marketing isn’t just about selling things for 

money! 

 

  

https://www.khanacademy.org/about/blog
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Using Blogs for Marketing to Adult Students 

Blog posts can be a great way to let potential students learn about some of the skills they can 

gain by joining your program. For example, blogs can highlight not only written communication 

skills but also digital communication skills, such as social media, multimedia storytelling, videos 

and more. Encouraging your learners to write guest blog entries is a terrific way to market your 

agency. Just as in-person testimonials can be a powerful way to market literacy programs, so 

too can personal blog entries about an individual’s literacy journey. 

Your blog is also an excellent tool for sharing any promotional videos you have, providing 

updates about registration information, dates and times the centre is open, and any other 

information that potential students would find interesting and useful. 

The Toronto Public Library uses a blog entry to let potential students know about their program 

– as you can see, they use very little text, opting instead to use a video encouraging adults to 

sign up for their programs. 

http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/adult-literacy/
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Using Blogs to Market to Community Stakeholders 

Blogs can also be good tools for sharing information about your agency and its programs and 

achievements with community stakeholders such as service providers, funders, volunteers, 

donors and the media. You can use your blog to share inspirational videos about literacy in 

general or videos created for or about your own agency. 

Your blog can also be a good place to share any partnership success stories. Again, this is a 

great opportunity to bring in a guest blogger, perhaps from an agency you partnered with or a 

volunteer who has contributed to your program. You could run a series of guest blogs from a 

variety of stakeholders, each highlighting why your agency is important and why the guest 

blogger is proud to be associated with you. 

The National Center for Learning Disabilities in the United States makes good use of their blog 

to promote the work they do, to share resources, and to promote awareness about issues 

relating to learning disabilities for children, families and adults.  

  

http://www.ncld.org/ld-insights
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For those who like to learn about and share information about literacy and adult learning 

issues, The Learning Age, by Paul Stanistreet, provides interesting and thought provoking 

reading about adult learning. This type of informational blog can be shared to help gain support 

for and interest in the work your agency does. 

 

 

 

  

https://thelearningage.wordpress.com/
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Using Blogs to Market to the General Public 

Your blog can be a useful tool for sharing information about upcoming events, fundraising 

activities and literacy in general. Again, videos are a terrific way to showcase achievements, 

whether it’s an award that your agency won or a graduation ceremony. 

Parkdale Project Read in Toronto uses their blog to share information about their programs, to 

encourage new learners to sign up, to link up with their volunteers, and to let people know 

about their resources. They are an active and busy agency, and their blog entries are a great 

way to share all of the good work they are involved in. 

  

http://parkdaleprojectread.org/
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More Examples of Marketing Using Blogs 

Literacy Examples 

 
The Literacy Shed is a collection of school blogs. It is an excellent 

example of how to use blogging, both as a learning and a 

promotional tool.  

This approach could be adapted for use with adult literacy 

learners. For example, a recent entry included the promotion of 

an upcoming training session. 

 

 

AlphaPlus has been blogging for many years. Their blog entries are informative and educational 

and provide links to useful resources as well as information about literacy, technology and 

more. 

 

  

http://www.literacyshedblog.com/
http://alphaplus.ca/en/alphaplus-blog.html
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The ReadWriteServe Tutor Blog is a good example of how a literacy program can use a blog to 

share success stories and promote the good work it does. This blog is targeted at literacy tutors, 

and is an excellent way for this agency to build relationships and network. 

 

  

http://rwstutoring.wordpress.com/
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The blog of the Literacy for Life Foundation is another terrific example of how a literacy agency 

can use a blog to promote not only literacy in general but to advertise and highlight their 

fundraising events – in this case, a spelling bee. 

 

http://www.litforlife-blog.com/
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Employment Services Examples 
 

Employment Services agencies use blogs to promote their services and to engage with their 

partners and community stakeholders. A good example of this is WIL Employment Connections 

in London, Ontario. 

 

http://www.wil.ca/our-blog
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Lutherwood, a multi-service agency in Wellington County, Ontario, provides blog entries on a 

number of topics, including jobs.  

Through their blog entries, they offer valuable resources to their clients and the community 

while promoting their services, and hopefully attracting new clients and partners. 

 

 

  

http://www.lutherwood.ca/employment/blog
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Nonprofit Examples 
 

Beth Kanter has been active on social media, including blogs, for many years. She is a well-
known expert in the nonprofit field and uses Beth’s Blog to provide tips, information and 
resources, as well as to market her workshops, books and other materials.  

 

  

http://www.bethkanter.org/
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NPR (National Public Radio) in the United States is considered one of the “nonprofit greats”. 

They use their Two-Way News Blog to share breaking news and to engage their followers in 

discussions about news items. 

 

  

http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/
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Business Examples 
 

Many for-profit businesses use blogs to connect with their customers and to build a 

relationship. Businesses can provide tips and tools, ideas on how to use their products, links to 

useful information and so much more. They can solicit input and feedback from their customers 

and respond to them. The customer feels that they are being taken care of and that they are 

getting good value for their money. The business has an excellent way to interact with their 

customers and to promote their products. Once again, it’s about the “soft sell”. 

Whole Foods is an excellent example of how a company uses a blog (and other tools) to engage 

and keep their customers while also promoting their goods and services.  

 

  

http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/blog/whole-story
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Ikea is another company that uses a blog to interact with its customers. In this example, they 

promote some of the good work they have done in one blog entry, and provide design ideas to 

their customers in another. Of course, their design ideas use their products!  

 

  

http://www.theshare-space.com/blog
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Examples from the Social Media Greats 
 

National Geographic provides a variety of blogs on their website. You can read about intelligent 
travel, view entries from their experts, keep up with adventure news, or follow their “digital 
nomad”. While this might not seem like marketing, it is an excellent example of the “soft sell” 
for the work that National Geographic does.  

 

  

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/ng-blogs/
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American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals uses their blog to write about issues 

related to the treatment of animals. They hope to engage their readers in the work that they do 

to stop animal abuse; they also hope that readers will support their efforts through donations 

and membership.  

 

  

http://www.aspca.org/blog
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Resources to Learn More About Blogs and 

Marketing 
 

 How to Use Blogging as a Marketing Tool by Russell S. Powell, in The Chronicle of Higher 

Education (September 2010) 

 

 Network for Good’s NonProfit Marketing Blog 

 

 6 Reasons Why Nonprofits Must Blog by Jordan White, for Inbound Marketing Blog 

(November 2013) 

 

 6 Essential Components of Top Notch Nonprofit Blogs by Taylor Corrado, for Inbound 

Marketing (August 2013) 

 

 Blog Basics: Writing and Promoting Your Blog by GCFLearnFree 

  

http://chronicle.com/article/How-to-Use-Blogging-as-a/124530/
http://chronicle.com/section/Home/5
http://chronicle.com/section/Home/5
http://www.nonprofitmarketingblog.com/
http://www.inboundmarketingagents.com/inbound-marketing-agents-blog/bid/322817/6-Reasons-Why-Nonprofits-Must-Blog
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/nonprofit-blogging-best-practices-ht
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing
http://www.gcflearnfree.org/blogbasics/5
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